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GAME DESCRIPTION

Fruit Duel is a fruity slot packed with juicy duels where the entire reel transforms to a wild 
multiplier! It fits into our 3x3 Spins™ model, with a 3x3 grid, lower volatility and a max win of 
3,333x! With our exciting DuelReels™ mechanic you never know what spin is going to 
suddenly hit a big win!
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FEATURES

DUELREELS™

The DuelReels™ mechanic transforms the entire reel to a wild multiplier! 
Landing the VS symbol triggers an expanding reel with a duel between two 
fruits with multipliers.

The fruit that wins the duel will apply its multiplier to the whole reel. The whole 
reel becomes wild and the value of any connecting winlines is multiplied by the 
reel multiplier. If more than one wild reel is part of a winning combination, their 
multipliers will first be added together and then applied to the win.

The possible multipliers are: 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 50x, 75x, 100x

FREE SPINS

Free spins with a better chance to land VS symbols! Free spins are activated 
by landing 3 Free Spins symbols!

When the feature begins 10 free spins are awarded. During free spins there is a 
better chance of landing VS symbols than in the base game and you are more 
likely to get higher multiplier values in the duel!

FEATURESPINS™ 

This game offers FeatureSpins™ for the option to buy into the special features 
for a set cost, in the jurisdictions where this is permitted. When FeatureSpins ™ 
are activated the player is guaranteed that minimum 1 VS symbol lands on 
each spin! FeatureSpins™ remain active until deactivated.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

The Wild symbol substitutes for all other paying symbols in the paytable.

Expanded wild reels substitute for all paying symbols in the paytable.
The Free Spins symbol does not appear during free spins.
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GAME DATA

Game name: Fruit Duel
Volatility: 3 of 5

Max feature win: €333,300 (3,333x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 bet)

How to win: Paylines; 17 unique lines

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €40, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit frequency
FeatureSpinsTM

bonus buy RTP
Free Spins

bonus buy RTP

1197 96.30% 26.62% 96.35% 96.36%

1198 94.48% 26.58% 94.48% 94.44%

1199 92.37% 26.52% 92.39% 92.37%

1200 88.20% 26.33% - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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